
LockONE - WEB Operations

 

Features 

• LockONE WEB provides user graphic interface and database to manage and control 
access to LockONE protected safes directly on the web or through your own TCP/IP 
network 

• Four level of users accounts: 
• Server Administrator: can partition database (portals), can add/delete Supervisor, 

has access to all LockONE WEB functions through all portals 
• Supervisor: can add/delete Administrators, has access to all LockONE WEB func-

tions within the assigned portal (database partition) 
• Administrator: can add/delete Operators, Customers, Branches, Locks, assign 

Tasks and generate OTC within the assigned portal. Administrator features can be 
limited to Tasks assignment and OTC control only 

• Operator: has access to the LockONE app, open/close and manage web opera-
tions at the installed locks  

• Graphic dashboard - Provides for a global view of installed locks, currently assigned 
tasks status and critical situations 
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Portals 
Access LockONE web with a server administrator account, click on the configuration but-
ton and select “Portals” 

Each “Portal” has own user accounts and customers and related branches and safes  

Click on Add button to create a new portal or on the Delete button to delete it 

Customers 

Click on Customers button to open Customers page 

Each Customer has own branches and locks 

You can add Customer with the Add button or you can import existing customers Data-
base with the “import” button 

Click on Branches button to display Customer’s branches 
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Branches 

Click on Edit button to display Branch’s details. Whenever a Branch is added or edited 
geo-localization process will take place to correctly locate the branch for time zone and 
mapping purposes 

Existing branches database can be imported with the Import button 

Locks 

One or more locks can be assigned to each Branch 

Click on Locks button to display currently managed locks 

Click on Edit button to display Lock’s details. 

Locks list can be sorted by costumer, branch, address, city, type and group 

“Type” field can be edited with safe type name for sorting purposes 

“Grouping” field can be edited with any text for sorting purposes  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Tasks 

Task is defined as the operation an Administrator assigns to an Operator to be executed 
on site at the selected safe/lock. 

From the Locks page select one or more locks (multiple selection is possible only within 
the same time zone) and click on task button to assign a new task 

Select start and end date and time for the new task  

Select action for the task 

• Open - single or multiple OTC openings within the task time frame 

• Add - only when a new lock is added to the database 

• Init - one time only after lock is added and if synchronization between lock and 
server database is lost 

Select the Operator for the task and click on Confirm button 

Assigned tasks can be displayed in the Tasks page 

Select Operator and start/end dates to display the assigned tasks 

Click on Edit button to modify a specific task or on Trash button to cancel it  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Manual OTC 

A single OTC for a certain lock can be also generated by an Administrator to a certain 
Operator without creating a dedicated task 

From Locks page… 

Click on desired lock “Generate OTC” button… and select the Operator the OTC will be 
valid for 

Wait for the Operator to complete the operation at the safe and enter the Closing Seal 
once received from the Operator 

You will get an error message in the bottom left corner if not valid Closing Seal. Consecu-
tive attempts to close an open task with not valid closing seal will shut down web server 
operations on locks for a pre-defined amount of time 
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Dashboard 

A complete view of managed locks and tasks is displayed through the home page dash-
board 

Currently managed locks are displayed as flags on the map. Different flag color indicates 
lock current status: “green” if a task is assigned, “yellow” if a task has been partially exe-
cuted (i.e. OTC was generated but closing seal has not been received yet), “red” if a 
pending task was not closed before assigned expiration time&date 

Move the cursor on the flag to display branch info, click on “Go” link to open Locks page 
were only locks that belong to selected branch will be displayed 

Right side table display all “error” events within the last 24 hours
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